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The fear of GDPR fines for releasing personal information has increased interest in 
video redaction software.

One of these entrants is the UK’s Facit Data Sytems’s Identity Cloak

We tested the performance of the software against Genetec’s Clearance face redaction.

Performance Summary

Identity Cloak was overall solid for redacting individuals, with occasional false positives (identifying feet and random objects 
as faces) but rare false negatives (as it captures most people as people). Manual redaction was simple. Overall automatic 
redaction performance was superior to Genetec Clearance.

However, Identity Cloak could be relatively expensive at an annual commitment of 1,995 GBP p.a. with each video redacted 
costing a minimum of 76.50 GBP ($100 USD). However, price is not the only consideration, and cost, performance and value 
are considered again later in this document.

General Overview

The interface of Identity Cloak follows a wizard-style progression beginning with the “Import” interface and followed by “Tag & 
Track”, “Zoom”, “Preview”, then “Export.” 

It can handle source videos in .avi, .mp4, .mkv, and .vob formats. Exported videos are in .avi format.

Detection On High Resolution, Narrow FoV Strong

Using video taken from a front perspective, narrow FoV camera, Identity 
Cloak was able to detect multiple faces and also detected and applied privacy 
overlay to a passing vehicle’s license plate:



Using video from a typical PoS camera, with more challenging lighting, Identity Cloak was 
able to detect faces and follow moving subjects across the FoV:

Full Body versus Standard Blur

Identity Cloak offers 2 modes of blurring, standard and full 
body. In testing, standard blur covered faces, and sometimes 
blurred upper body and arms, but not legs or feet. Full Body 
blurring performed strongly in covering the entire subject 
with blurring. Full Body blurring performed strongly in 
covering the entire subject with blurring, as demonstrated on 
the right:

Fallback on Manual Redaction

Identity Cloak offers a manual redaction function 
in the application. Unlike the Genetic, which has 
the user drag a box to follow a target, Facit uses 
multiple clicks to track a target.

Compared to Genetec Clearance Face Redaction

Identity Cloak’s face detection performed more consistently than Clearance, at higher angles 
of incidence, while also not losing faces as they move away from the camera or across the 
field of view.

Genetec offers cloud hosting, storage and video sharing, while Identity Cloak is a local 
application.

Genetec is a monthly subscription starting at $300 per month (for 25 new cases a month 
and practically unlimited videos), while Identity Cloak’s primary purchase models are pre-
pay pay-as-you-go packages based on per-video-analysed charges.



Face Only vs Body Redaction

One noticeable difference between Facit Identity Cloak and Genetec Clearance is that Facit 
offers both face and full body redaction while Genetec is face only.

Given the shortage of other options, Identity Cloak has a solid competitive positioning.

GDPR regulations are not specific about what type or level of video redaction is required. 
It falls under the “anonymisation” or “pseudonymisation”, important parts of the “data 
protection by design and by default” mandated by GDPR’s Article 25. However, the GDPR 
never defines specifically what anonymisation/pseudonymisation techniques should be used. 
It merely says that data controllers “implement appropriate technical and organisational 
measures” such as pseudonymisation, which is a technique that “can reduce the risks to the 
data subjects concerned” (Recital 28). We know of no ‘case law’ yet that definitely defines 
face vs body redaction though certainly face is the most specifically personally identifying 
part of one’s visible body to cameras.

GDPR Justification

Facit explained to IPVM that the product’s use and justification of the price is the risk of heavy GDPR fines:

Fundamentally the software has been developed to accommodate the European GDPR legislation, which came into 
being in May 2018. Here the very big stick being used by the EU is either a €20,000,000 or 4% of corporate profits 
as a maximum fine if your Organisation is in breach (whichever is the greater). So everyone needs to have access to 
some form of redaction tool but no one yet knows how many times they will need to use it.

Hence Facit’s PAYG model. Customers have the opportunity in the first instance to choose from one of the two PAYG 
packages for either £1,995 or £3,995 per year. This is like an insurance premium that ensures the organisation has 
Video Redaction software within its own environment, to eliminate the risk of a Data Breach and mitigating the risk of 
EU ICO fines.

What then happens is that if you do actually need to use the application, the £75 per export (for the £1,995 package) 
or £60 per export (for the £3,995 package) is deducted from your annual fee, which decrements to £0, after which 
you have the option to top up your account as required.

The majority of Identity Cloak’s early adopters have chosen a PAYG model as there is little evidence about how many 
redacted video exports are likely to be required as knowledge of the new law spreads and more Subject Access 
Requests (SAR) are potentially made of organisations to deliver redacted videos.

Facit also offers a fixed fee Enterprise version of Identity Cloak that allows full unlimited access to the system, which is 
attractive to businesses with regular film footage requests and/or a need for same day turnaround.

Facit suggests that Identity Cloak “is a very cheap insurance policy that protects customers from a very large fine if 
for any reason an un-redacted video from their organisation were to be made public.”
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